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   ABSTRACT 

Energy costs have been soaring due to the development of different big data applications and the greater 

resource requirements from Internet data centers (IDCs). However, the security issue for numerous 

applications, which has gone unnoticed, is another crucial issue. In this study, we present a job-security-

guaranteed energy cost minimization (ECM) algorithm for IDC in deregulated power markets. Then, a problem 

for optimizing energy is created while accounting for the temporal change in power pricing. Finally, a Lyapunov 

framework is used to construct an online energy cost minimization method which provides delay assurance 

and verifiable energy cost optimization. 

Keywords: Deregulated Electricity Markets; Centers For Internet Data; Services For Security; Vulnerability 

Likelihood Constraints; And Cost Reduction For Energy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main problems is energy usage or expense because an IDC normally comprises of many hundred 

thousand servers. A lot of IDCs shell out millions of dollars annually for electricity bills, which account for a 

sizable amount of operating expenses. So even a little reduction in energy costs of a few percent can result in 

significant cost savings. 

In a cloud computing environment, users may submit jobs or application requests to IDC. Delay-tolerant big 

data jobs or applications include things like data-intensive Map Reduce systems and scientific computing [1]. In 

order to guarantee work quality and reduced energy overhead, IDC must address the scheduling challenge, also 

known as the energy cost problem. 

We provide an energy cost minimization (ECM) technique for IDCs in this paper. When the price of power 

exhibits temporal variation that guarantees job security. These tasks could be massive data applications that 

can tolerate delays and take many minutes to several hours or more. The aim of the study is to find a way to 

reduce the cost of energy by taking advantage of the variations in electricity prices between geographically 

dispersed places. 

II. LITERATURE RIVIEW 

In a distributed computing environment, security is one of the major issues. In distributed computing systems, 

the security scheduling algorithm's performance assessments were also looked at. To reduce the make span 

while adhering to a budget limitation, Zeng et al. presented a security-aware and budget-aware (SABA) 

scheduling technique for workflow applications in the cloud. For network stability issues, the Lyapunov 

optimization technique was first put forth in [2].  

It was applied to the time-varying wireless networks' energy-optimal cross-layer control challenges. The 

Lyapunov optimization framework was developed by Yao et al. [3] to lower the cost of power after they 

analyzed a stochastic optimization issue that takes server management and task scheduling into account. 

Urgaonkar et al [4] inquiry into optimal resource allocation and power management employed the technique 

for task admission control, routing, and resource allocation in the virtualized data center. It has been used to 

decide which social content should be sent to mobile devices. 

For Internet data centers, the issues of security and energy are equally important and our investigation focuses 

on energy cost reduction with guaranteed employment [5]. The aforementioned research concentrate on the 

security issue while ignoring the energy use or cost of such applications. Other studies explore the energy cost 

optimization issue but ignore the security of these applications. 
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III. PROBLEM SETTING 

In this part of the series, we look at how to model an Industrial Data Communication that can provide an energy 

cost optimization challenge. The classification design, the resource and vitality cost exemplary, the job entrance 

mode, and the safety classic designs are covered. To reduce the energy cost for the IDC, a stochastic 

optimization problem is finally devised. 

System Architecture  

Security-driven scheduling planning that ignores the problems with energy management is proposed by Tang 

et al. [6]. Our architecture's goal is to reduce energy costs for IDC while maintaining the work risk probability 

restriction. Fig. 1 shows the proposed vitality price optimization plan. 

 

Figure 1: Energy rate optimization design. 

IDC Supply and Energy Level Prototypical  

Subheading should be 10pt Times new Roman, Assume the discrete-time scheme develops above a series of 

slots of identical extent, t = 0, 1, 2, etc. Let M be the total quantity of uniform IDC servers that deliver capitals 

leisurely in rudimentary reserve units. A rudimentary reserve component consists of many CUP centers, a large 

amount of reminiscence, and other components. 

Using the lively power and incidence climbing technology, modern CPUs can operate at various voltages or 

frequencies while in use. The computing resource of a data center (DC) can be represented as when the server 

m is operating at employed incidence f (t) m in time slot t then the calculating reserve of IDC can be inscribed as 

 ( )  ∑   ( )
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IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Finding every security service composition requires exponentially more time - we require experiential 

procedure through an inferior period difficulty. Container individual use the most recent evidence (such as the 
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assignment line accumulation and present power value) to decide whether to conduct an online operation 

because the power value is extremely stochastic and random. By reducing the safety assignment covered by the 

safety assurance, IDC simply has to supply a smaller amount of resources and may spend less on energy. To 

supply a smaller amount of resources and may spend less on energy. 

Algorithm: ECM 

               

Step 1: Read the incoming workload, electricity prices, and renewable energy level for all DC. 

Step 2: Calculate the active and inactive server, power usage for servers, delay, renewable energy level, and 

power usage of data center 

Step 3: Solve the optimization problem using linear programming subject to specified constraints. 

Step 4: Select the data center on the basis of minimum power usage 

Step 5: Assign the incoming workload to selected data center 

Step 6: Update active and inactive servers, and workload for selected data center 

End  

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Experimental study's objective is toward assess the effectiveness of the suggested ECM procedure. We outline 

the key elements of our imitations, including the scheme characteristics, work entrance and safety factors, the 

value of electricity, and four alternative methods. 

System Parameters  

We reflect an IDC consuming M = 10000 servers and perfect control purpose as a function of size, where M is 

the number of processors in each machine. The peak power used by a server operating at calculating incidence f 

(t) is 250W, where the idle power is 100W and the peak power consumption is 50W. Assume that the frequency 

of computation falls between (1.2, 3.2) [8] and [9]. 

Job arrival and security parameters  

Assume that each slot's n(t) amount of inward works—all large statistics requests shadows a Poison delivery 

through limit 5, and that each job's total amount of errands shadows a unchanging delivery in the [10, 11] 

variety. Additionally, the implementation assignment for each task is evenly spread between [12, 13] (in basic 

resource unit).  

Electricity price 

Period range rummage-sale in this paper is from June 1st to June 30th, 2015. We retrieved real-time energy 

market hourly prices from Palo Alto, which is home to Google's statistics centers. We would like to be conscious 

of values at a time granularity that is usual to 5 minutes in this study. The interpolation approach used to 

produce pricing at 5-minute intervals. 

Benchmark Algorithms 

The trials compare the energy costs and queuing delays of the following four algorithms: 

Algorithm 1: The suggested Lyapunov optimization method is not used in this approach. As a result, arriving 

jobs are not queued and are immediately executed; this is equivalent to W(t) z(t) [14]. 

Algorithm 2: Once it is received, this procedure twitches to process altogether incoming works [15]. As a 

result, there is no job queue in the IDC that W(t) z(t) in any period slit t. Though, all task needs safety facilities 

to guarantee its risk likelihood restraint, and this procedure uses a security levels selection technique based on 

heuristic method.  

Algorithm 3: Each task usages our suggested ECM procedure deprived of the use of safety facilities. In contrast 

to Algorithms 1 and 2, the IDC queues up incoming tasks, which are then handled when electricity prices are 

low or the line is short [16]. 

Algorithm 4: To reduce the cost of energy, this technique uses the Lyapunov optimization framework. 

Additionally, by choosing security levels for tasks using the enumeration approach, it safeguards the danger 

likelihood restraint for works [16]. 
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To assess our ECM procedure's vitality price (in dollars) and line up latency, the aforementioned four 

algorithms were run in simulation (in number of time slot). Table provides an overview of their characteristics 

and those of our ECM algorithm.  

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We set the parameter V to 10 and run the five algorithms with respect to average delay and energy cost. 

Algorithm-3 and ECM have lower energy costs than Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively, because they employ the 

Lyapunov optimization technique. The IDC worker container completely take advantage of chronological 

variations in power value since the arriving workloads are queued up there and can be handled when the price 

is low. Each activity in Algorithm-2 requires security services to ensure that it is executed securely, which 

results in a significant increase in the security workload and power consumption for IDC. Algorithm 3 and ECM 

have a similar relationship, but Algorithm 4 uses less energy than ECM does because it employs the 

enumeration approach to choose the security levels that produce the best workloads for security. 

Table 1. Contrasts with alike effort. 

Algorithms Queue Type Method 
Prediction or 

online 

Deadline guarantee or 

delay tolerant 

Security 

Guarantee 

Eco-IDC [36] 
Single 

queue 

Statistical Or 

machine 

learning 

Prediction 
 

Deadline guarantee 

 

No 

SAVE [2] 
Multi-

queue 

Lyapunov 

optimization 

technique 

Online 
 

Delay tolerant 

 

No 

WBS [39] 
Single 

queue 

Lyapunov 

optimization 

technique 

 

Online 

 

Deadline guarantee 

 

No 

HBBF [6] 
Multi-

queue 

Mixed-

integer 

nonlinear 

programming 

 

Online 

 

Delay tolerant 

 

No 

ECM 
Single 

queue 

Lyapunov 

optimization 

technique 

 

Online 

 

Delay tolerant 

 

No 

 

Figure 2: Five algorithms' delays and energy costs. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

There are works that require important substructures, like Internet statistics centers, to deliver calculating 

capitals, such as big data applications that can tolerate delays. In this article, we design the architecture of 

vitality price optimization for IDC worker to reduce the vitality price below the limitation of work danger 
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likelihood. A experiential approach with polynomial period difficulty is created to choose security levels for 

jobs due to the extraordinary period complexity of ideal safety stages charting scheme. We define the energy 

stochastic optimization problem and suggest our ECM technique to schedule assignments captivating into 

account the chronological variability of power value. When the price of electricity is low, it actively and 

adaptively takes advantage of the opportunity to process tasks; when the price is high, it postpones the 

completion of delay-tolerant jobs. The Lyapunov optimization framework-based ECM approach provides 

verifiable energy cost and latency assurances. 
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